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Remember when they said your Mac was just a toy? It's payback time
    Your PC pals who made fun of your Mac back in the old days will sing a different tune when they see what you’re playing with now. Create a Harry Potter style picture frame that puts on a continuous slide show; teach your house to turn on the lights, adjust the thermostat, and water the lawn by itself; edit and record live TV while you watch; and more. Or invite those who derided your choice of computers to blast some bad guys on your classic video game Mac–if they’re big enough to play with your toys.    

    The Toys    

    Each project includes detailed, illustrated instructions     

	Light and appliance control     
	Internet radio station     
	Mac TV–watch, edit, record     
	The beefed-up iPodTM      
	Digital picture frame     
	Wireless Mac networking     
	The music-making Mac     
	Classic video game machine     
	CDs from LPs     
	DVDs from video and film     
	Video-making with "wow"     
	Mac, the wireless jukebox     


About the Author
   John Rizzo began his love affair with the Mac in 1984. A former staff editor for MacUser magazine, John now covers the Mac front for CNET.com. His Web site, MacWindows.com, is devoted to helping Mac users survive in a Windows world. 
     Scott Knaster is the author of How to Write Macintosh Software and Macintosh Programming Secrets, long required reading for Mac programmers. Scott owns every issue of Mad Magazine, which offers some insight into his personal philosophy.
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The Clinical Practice of Complementary, Alternative, and Western MedicineCRC Press, 2000

	"Western Medicine", "Alternative Medicine", "Complementary Medicine", "Holistic Medicine", and "Natural Medicine." There is really only one "medicine" that heals and puts the whole patient, not the disease, at the center of care: Integrated Medicine. This practice integrates all...
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Windows Server 2003 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
This is the perfect handbook for those who need to  deploy, install, and configure installations, upgrade from previous versions,  understand network addresses, manage day-to-day operations, configure storage,  manage users and groups, and more.

If you’re afraid of getting all tangled up in the mysteries...
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Software Requirements Using the Unified ProcessPrentice Hall, 2002
This book presents a systematic, easy-to-apply methodology for creating effective requirements. The authors present practical solutions for the full requirements lifecycle: gathering, analysis, specification, verification, and maintenance. 

Working in the context of the Unified Process, they cover process...
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Nanotechnology for Cancer TherapyCRC Press, 2006

	While simultaneous breakthroughs occurring in molecular biology and nanoscience/technology will ultimately revolutionize all of medicine, it is with our efforts to prevent, diagnose, and treat cancer that many of the most dramatic advances will occur. In support of this potential, the U.S. National Cancer Institute (NCI) established the...
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Bioinformatics: Problem Solving ParadigmsSpringer, 2008
There are fundamental principles for problem analysis and algorithm design that are continuously used in bioinformatics. This book concentrates on a clear presentation of these principles, presenting them in a self-contained, mathematically clear and precise manner, and illustrating them with lots of case studies from main fields of bioinformatics...
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iPad: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Apple's iPad is the perfect personal media center. It lets you search the Web with WiFi, helps you stay in touch with its built-in email application, and allows you to read books, magazines, and newspapers in full color. You can also play games, listen to music, watch videos, view photos, and create documents, layouts, and...
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